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surfaces: grain is and isn't, and how it applies to the five major grasses found on putting conventional maintenance practices. This type of grain can be next to repeatedly mowing in the same direction. such as when "burned in" over time by GOING AGAINST THE GRAIN

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED – A USGA STAFF OPINION

recognize the damage. Many think that those bunchy stems are just mutations. Peterson,Mississippi State University.) (Photo courtesy: Maria Tomaso-

The stunted tufts are quite noticeable. continue, the turf fails to recover from the As stunting and death of stems and stolons BERMUDAGRASS MITE

A WITCH'S BREW OF TROUBLES WITH THE ROUGHS

BERMUDAGRASS STUNT MITES ARE AN INCREASING TURFGRASS

in America. The days of 100 degree temperatures are upon us – and the wettest sites for golf in North America.
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